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1. Introductory Note.—Although repeatedly treated be

fore, f the problem of determining a point such that the sum 
of its distances from a number of given points shall be a mini
mum still offers room for discussion in two respects. 

First, the question as to the best method of investigation 
cannot yet be regarded as settled. The ordinary method of the 
differential calculus not only leads to unnecessary complications 
owing to the use of co-ordinates not essentially connected with 
the problem, but also necessitates the exclusion of negative 
distances, a serious difficulty that does not seem to have been 

* Presented to the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY, at its summer 
meeting, Aug. 15, 1894. Translated by A. Z. 

t See, for instance, the references to the literature of the problem 
given by STURM in Grelle's Journal für Mathematik, vol. 97, p. 51. 
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overcome.* The methods of elementary geometry, on the 
other hand, always comprise only a comparatively small class 
of problems, and even the simplest solutions, like those for 
the sum of the distances from three or four points, give de
cidedly the impression of being nothing but special artifices. 
I t is to the researches of Sturm that we owe the important 
result that all these particular solutions can be regarded as 
special cases of a general method applicable to n points. 
Nevertheless, there seems to be but little prospect of apply
ing these purely geometrical methods successfully to those 
generalized problems that are mentioned by Steiner in the 
brief notice of his paper read before the Berlin Academy, f 
Indeed, the character of these generalizations which relate to 
sums, not of mere distances, but of multiples of powers of 
the distances, would seem to point in the direction of analyti
cal methods. The single result for this kind of problems 
given by Steiner himself \ bears so openly the mark of an 
analytical origin that an analytical investigation of the general
ized problem appears to offer the best chances of success in 
uncovering the " easy geometrical considerations" that sufficed 
Steiner, as is implied in the notice of his paper, to solve the 
most general case of the problem. 

Secondly, our problem lends itself to a series of generaliza
tions which do not appear as yet to have been considered. 

In what follows the problem is treated by means of the 
simplest methods of Grassmann's geometrical calculus (Aus-
dehnungslehre). 

2. Differential equation between the distances of a variable 
point P from n fixed points in an (n — l)-dimensional space. 
Let P be a variable point derived from n fixed points ex, 
e2, . . . en by means of the numbers ax, a2, . . . an, so that 

P = al6l -f a2e2 + . . . + anen ; ax + a2 + . . . + an = 1; 
{e$2. . . en) = 1. (1) 

Then the outer product (exe2 . . . en) represents the (n — 1)!-
fold volume of the (n — 1)-dimensional n-gon formed by the 
points el9 e2, . . . en, i.e., of the nth term in the series of con
figurations beginning with the terms: point, rectilinear seg
ment, triangle, tetrahedron, pentahedroid (Fünfzell), etc. The 
coefficients at, a%, . . . an represent the (n — 1) !-fold volumes 
of the (n—l)-dimensional w-gons Pe2e3... en, Pexez. . . en,... 

* See STTJBM, I. c. 
f Monat8beric7ite der Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1837, p 

144 ; STEINER, Gesammelte Werke, vol. n. p. 95. 
X Crelle's Journal für Mathematik, vol. 18, p. 362 ; STEINER, Gesam 

Werke, vol. n. p. 17. 
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Pexe2. . . eM ^. For we find from (1) by outer multiplication, 
say by (e2e3. . . en), 

(Pe2e3. . . en) = ax{exe%. . . en) = ax. 

Now (i>ö1) = ar2(e2ö1) + a^efr) + . . . + tf„(e„0i); and forming 
the inner square: 

(Pe1)^=^ar
2(ere1)^.-\-2(xras[ere1 \ e&\; r^s; r, s=2 , 3 , . . . n. 

On the other hand, denoting by pu alr, al8 the numerical 
values of the rotors or point-vectors (Linienteile) {Pex)} (er0i)> 
(e8ex), we have, with the same conditions for r and s, 

pf = 2aJfaJ + 2ara8alrau cos <f)rU, 

where 0 r l s is the angle between the edges alr and au. Re
placing the expression alral8 cos <prU by i(a l r

2 + als
2 — ar8

%), 
we find 

or, writing separately the terms in which r, s = n, 

JPl* = « . X . * + ^ « V V + ^ ^ r ^ n ( « i r 2 + «l»* - «r»*) ,gv 

+ $^ara8(aj + «ls
2 - ar8

2); r, s =. 2, 3, . . . (w — 1). 

According to equation (1), the position of P is determined 
by the co-ordinates al9 a2, . . . an9 of which (n — 1), say otly 
a2, . . . «w_!, can be regarded as independent. As, by (1), 

an = 1 — at — a2 — . . . - a M M , 
we have 

dorn dan dan 
= - 1. 

dax da2 ' * ' dan 

Hence (2) gives: 

—-=— = — 2orno5lw — ^ar(alr + aln — a„» ) ; . . 

r = 2, 3, . . . (n - 1). 

Let & denote any one of the subscripts 2, 3 , . « . (n — 1) ; 
then we have by analogy with (2) 

Pk = ^^Mr + i2ara8(ajcr
2 + aj - aj) ; 

r % s; r, s = 1, 2, . . . {Je — 1), (h -f 1), . . . n 
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or, writing separately the terms in which r, s = 1, n> 

Pk = " l V + « » X » * + 2<X?Cl>kr + OCxan{akl
2 + akn

2 ~ dln
2) 

+ ;gflrrai(0*r* + %l2 — ^rl) + ^^^n(«fcr 2 + «fcn2 ~ (*rn) 

(6) 
r, « = 2, 3 , . . . (* - 1) , (* + 1) , . . . (w - 1). 

Hence 

- ^ ~ = ««(«Ai8 - «ni2 - «fen2) + ^ i K l 2 + «iU2 ~ «fcu2) 

(7) 
r = 2, 3 , . . . (* - 1), (fc + 1), . . . (* - 1). 

Interchanging the subscripts 1 and n in (3), we find by 
differentiation 

-i£=2aiani+^^r(ani2+anr"-alr
2); r = 2 , 3 , . . . ( n - 1 ) . (8) 

Let us now substitute in (7) the values 2, 3, . . . (n — 1) 
successively for & and add all the resulting equations, together 
with the equations (4) and (8), after multiplying them re
spectively by ak, avy an; in the resulting equation, 

— flf12ar(rtlr
9+ alw

8— a^8) + an2ak(akl
2 — aj — akn

2) 
+ <*i2ak{akl

2 + a J — akn
2) + 2akar(akl

2 — arl
2 + arn* 

— ajcn) + %<*i<x»ani + ^n2ar(aJ + a.J— alr
2); 

r, h = 2, 3, . . . (n - 1), 

the first and sixth terms in the right-hand member cancel, as 
do also the second and fourth, the third and seventh, while 
the fifth vanishes identically, since any two terms of the 
forms 

ak(xr(akl
2 — arl

2 + ar
2 — ak

2), arak(arl
2 - akl

2 + an2 — ar
2) 

have the sum zero. We have therefore 

2afi£p=0; * = 1,2, . . . w , 
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and similarly 

W ^ p = 0 ; * = l,2,...«, (9) 

if r denotes any one of the numbers from 1 to n. 
As mentioned above, ax is the (n — 1) !-fold volume of the 

(n — l)-dimensional n-gon formed by the points P , e2, e$, . . . 
en; hence 

"i = P*P* • • • Pn sin 0X, (10) 

where 0X denotes the (n •— 1)-dimensional angle formed by 
the (n — 1) edges p2, ps, . . . JPW, the function sin <pt being; de
fined by formula (10). 

Similarly we have in general 

** = .Pi JP* • • • Pk-lPh + 1 - -P« Sin 0*. (11) 

Substituting this value for o^ in (9), we have 

^PiP2 • . • PJC-IPJC+I • • -Pn sin (Pk-j^-1 = 0; h = 1, 2, . . . n, 

or, performing the differentiation and omitting the factor 
pt . . . pn which is common to all terms, 

2 sin 0 * ^ = 0; ft = 1, 2 , . . . w. (12) 

We have thus found the general differential equation be
tween the distances of a variable point P from n fixed points 
elf e29. . . enm (n — l)-dimensional space. 

3. In particular we have for the plane (n = 3) 

s i . ^ g + s i n ^ + s i n ^ g ^ O , (13) 

where <pl9 for instance, is the angle between the vectors p2 
and ps, and where r may be 1 or 2 or 3. 

Similarly, for ordinary space (n = 4) we have : 

dn A g ; + sin * * » + sin # , £ + .in ^ = 0. (14) 

Putting i£erPes = 0 r s , we have for instance 



(18) 
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and substituting this value in the formula 

*i=jP«jP8jftsin 0x, (16) 

which follows from (10), we find the well-known expression 
for six times the volume of the tetrahedron.* The formula 
(15) expresses the sine of the (three-dimensional) trihedral 
angle by means of ordinary sine functions. 

4. Minimum of the sum of the distances of the point Pfrom 
the points ely e2,. . . en. Let us now determine the minimum 
of the function 

s = \lPl" + \2p2« + . . . + \np», (17) 

where u is arbitrary, while \lf A2, . . . Xn may have any posi
tive values. We must have 

ds ___ ds __ __ ds __ 
dax "~ da% "" " ' * "~ 7ïan "~~ ' 

or 

A l t f P l tf<*r + A ^ 2 d£rr
 + • * • + Kup. d0Cr - <>, 

r = 1, 2, . . . n. 
Now, by (12), 

^ A g + - n ^ + . . . + - n ^ = 0; (19) 

hence we have immediately 

A ^ / - 1 : Ag^- 1 : . . . : K^p»'1 = sin 0! : sin 02 : . . . : sin 0n. (20) 

These are, in their most general form, the conditions for a 
minimum in our problem. 

5. In particular, we have for the plane (n = 3) 

Kpi"1: Aapa"-1: AsPs1"* = sin 0 ^ sin 02 : sin 03 , (21) 

which agrees with the conditions given by Steiner for this 
case, f Similarly we have for ordinary space (n = 4) 

Kpr'^vr'-Kpr'-.hpr1 

= sin 0X: sin 02:sin 03: sin 04. (22) 
* This agrees with von Staudt's definition of the sine of a trihedral 

angle. See Crellës Journal für Malhematik, vol. 24, p. 255, No. 8. 
f STEINER, Oesam. Werke, vol. n. p. 17 ; Crellës Journal für Mathe-

matik, vol. 13, p. 362. Compare the derivation of this special result 
given by the author in El progreso matematico, Zaragoza, vol. 4, p. 
174; also K. SIMON, Ueber den Punkt kleinster Entfemungssumrne, 
Dissertation, Halle, 1887 ; UHLICH, Programmabhandlung, Grimma 
1886 ; DIPPE, in Crellës Journal für Mathematik, vol. 16. 
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With Xx = A 8 = A3 = A4 and u = 1 this reduces to 

sin 0! = sin 02 = sin 03 = sin <p^ (23) 

As these quantities, by (16), measure the trihedral angles 
formed at P by any three of the vectors p1} p<i9ps, p±, it ap
pears that the condition for the minimum point (as we may 
call it for the sake of brevity) is the equivalence (as to vol
ume) of these trihedral angles, or the equivalence (as to area) 
of the triangles cut out by the faces of these angles on a 
sphere described about P. If the radius of this sphere be 
taken as 1, the area of each triangle is n. 

Let the vectors Pel9 Pe%, Pe$, Pe± intersect the sphere in 
the points Pu P2, P3, P4. Four such points (by means of 
which equivalent trihedral angles and spherical triangles can 
be constructed) may be found by assuming arbitrarily two 
points, say Px and P 2 , drawing the diameters PXPZ and P 2 P é , 
and turning the angle P3PPe about its bisector through any 
angle.* It then appears that the four trihedral angles, as 
well as the corresponding spherical triangles, are not merely 
equivalent, but equal. 

For, substituting in (23) for the sines their values from 
(16) and the analogous formulae, and suppressing the com
mon factor, we find 

<*iPi = <*%P% = «sPs = "A?* ; (24) 

i.e., we have, for instance, a3 : aé = pk : p3. But as the tetra-
hedra a3, a± have the common base Pexe%y their volumes 
are proportional to the perpendiculars hi} hs, let fall from 
tf4, es on this base; hence 

P± = ** o r *? = ** 
PB hi p3 pi 

This means that the sines of the angles at which the vectors 
p3 and pà are inclined to the plane Pe^, and hence these 
angles themselves, are equal. It follows that the planes p3pé 
and pxp% intersect in the bisector of the angle (p3p±). As the 
corresponding relation must hold for the angle {piPz), it ap
pears that the bisectors of the angles (p3p±) and (pxpi) coin
cide. For a similar reason the bisectors of {pxp3) and (p^h), 
as well as those of {pip^) and (p%pi) must coincide. We 
have therefore 

(PiP*) = (P*PÙ> (PiPs) = (P*Pil> (PiPÙ = (P*P*)'> 

* Comp. STUKM, I. c. p. 57. 
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and any two of these angles can, by rotation about the com
mon bisector, be brought into the position of vertical angles, 
or, conversely, can be generated from this position. 

6. If one of the trihedral angles of the given tetrahedron, 
say e±, has the value n, the point P will coincide with eé; the 
direction of pà becomes indeterminate since the vector p4 = 0 
and, by (22), sin 4>±.pz~ 1 = 0°. sin 03, i.e., sin 04 is an inde
terminate quantity. It follows that P will coincide with e± 
not only for the value ny but for any greater value of the tri
hedral angle. 

Thus, if the trihedral angle e4 be = 27r, the point eé lies 
within the triangle exe%ez. Hence, if one of four points of the 
same plane lies within the triangle formed by the others, this 
point is the minimum point for the four points. 

If the above-mentioned rotation of the angle PZPP± be 
equal to zero, the points elf eZ9 ez, ek form an ordinary quadri
lateral in which each of the four points lies outside the tri
angle of the three others; and P is the intersection of the 
diagonals and at the same time the minimum point. 

If the vertices of the quadrilateral happen to lie in a 
straight line, say in the order el9 e2, e3, eà, then the diagonals 
e±es and e2e4 have in common the vector e%ez, instead of a point 
of intersection, and each point of this vector has the minimum 
property. 

7. With A1 = A2 = À3 = Aé and u = 2, (22) reduces to 

p1:p2' Ps- P± = sin 0! : sin 03 : sin 03 : sin 0 é , 

or, by (16), 

Pi • P* -Ps-Pt- 2p2pspà' 2pzpàp1' 2piplp2 ' 2p1p2ps
9 

or, finally, 
ax = a2 = as = aé ; (25) 

that is, the planes passing through P and the edges of the 
tetrahedron divide the volume of the tetrahedron into four 
equal parts. Equation (1) gives in this case 

P = t±h+h±±\ (26) 

Either of these properties characterizes the point P as the 
centroid (barycentre, centre of gravity) of the tetrahedron.* 

*GLASER {Programm, Homburg v. d. H.f 1887) finds as minimum 
point the intersection of the lines joining the mid-points of any two op
posite edges ; this is again the centroid. For a simple proof of this 
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It retains this property if the four points el9 e2, e3, eà lie in 
the same plane or in the same line. 

This result can evidently be extended at once to the 
case of any n points in a space of n —- 1 dimensions. If the 
squares of the distances are multiplied by factors Xl9 \2, A3, 
A4, it is only necessary, in determining the centroid, to give 
the points these weights.* 

8. Geometrical interpretations of the general result.—For 
the purpose of geometrical interpretation it will be well to 
remove the sine-functions from formula (20). This will also 
make it possible to extend the problem to groups of n points 
situated in a space of less than (n — 1) dimensions; the sines 
in this case would all vanish. 

According to Grassmann's geometrical calculus the outer 
product of two vectors p2 and ps, including the angle <pl9 is 

(PzPs) = P»Ps sin 0i . 

Both members of this equation express also the area (a^) of 
the parallelogram determined by the three parts p2i pz, cjyx. 

Similarly, in three-dimensional space, we have for three 
vectors p2, ps, p±, forming the trihedral angle 0X, 

«i = (P*P*Pê) = Zp*VzP± sin 0! 

as the volume of the parallelepiped determined by the four 
parts p2, pz, pi9 0! (comp. formula (16) ) . 

In general we have in an (n — l)-dimensional region 
(comp. formula (10) ) 

«i = (p*P*. . -Pn) = (n- 2)\p2ps... pn sin 0X (27) 

as the (n — l)-dimensional volume of the configuration deter
mined by the edges p2, pz, . . . pn and the (n — ̂ -dimen
sional angle 0X. 

Similarly, 

<*k = (PlP* • • 'Pk-lPk + l • • 'Pn) 

= (n — 2) ! pxp2. . . pk-iPk + t . . . pn sin <pk. (28) 

proposition by meaus of the geometrical calculus see the author's paper 
Quelques théorèmes de géométrie à n dimensions, in Bull, de la Soc. math, 
de France, vol. 10, p. 176. 

* This general problem will be found solved in GRASSMANN'S AUS-
dehnungslehre, 1862, p. 215. 
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Hence 

sin ^ = ( f t ; ^ - ^ ' ^ ) , (29) 

With the aid of this formula we find from (20), for instance, 

hiPiu~l __ (p»Ps - - • Pn) , PiPz ...p» 
hP2u -1 (n — 2)lp9ps...pn'{n-Z)lp1 pi'. . 

_ (P»Ps> » -ft») Pi 
(PiPs • • . XT Pi 

hPlU~2 _ (P2PS- • 'Pn) 
\P%~% (PlPs* • -ft»)' 

In general, we have 

*rPr*-"* __ {Pl • • » Pr-lPr + 1- • -ft»). 
A ^ / ~ 2 (.Pi • • -Ps-lPs+l ...Pn)9 

r, s = 1,2, . . . n; r^s. 

Thus the sine-functions in (20) are replaced by (n 

-Pn 

(30) 

- l)-di-
mensional volumes. 

9. The formula just derived is not directly applicable to n 
points in spaces of less than (n — 1) dimensions. But it is 
closely related to a formula suited for this purpose; and this 
formula we now proceed to develop. 

Let Ar be one of the n fixed points, P a variable point, and 
O an arbitrary fixed point. We put 

(0 - P) = (p), (0 - Ar) = (pr), (Ar - P ) = (ft.), (31) 

where the parentheses indicate that the quantities enclosed 
are vectors, i.e., have not merely length but also direction. 
By the ordinary laws of vector analysis we have 

( 0 - J r ) + ( J r - P ) = ( 0 - P ) , Or fa) + (Pr) = (P), 

or 
(Pr) = (P) ~ (Pr)-

If pr be the numerical value of (pr). we have 

Pr = + ViPr)-y 
or 
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Hence 

±r = 1T() _ [(p) 1 (Pr)]l = [(p) 1 (p)] - [(p) 1 (A)] 
<fy> PrL ' P J PrP 

= ((^) 1 K*) - 0»-)]) = 1» I (P*)\ 
PrP PPr 

or if we omit the parentheses, since in the inner product vec
tors only can be used, 

àPr _ (P 1 Pr) = (jPr 1 P) 
dp ppr prp 

(32) 

Now, to make the expression 

s = A ^ + A^ f« + . . . + A ^ / (17) 

a minimum, we must have 

or 

l l f t . - i(ft irt+A i A^i&i^+ . . . +Anp^iPAE=0, (32a) 
i?lP />2p ^ P»P V ' 

or, finally, 

( [ A i A - ^ + ^ f t " ^ + • • • +Kp."l{-&]\p) =0 . (33) 

The meaning of this equation is that the vector enclosed in 
the square brackets is perpendicular to the vector p which 
joins the arbitrary point O to the minimum point P . As the 
direction of p is arbitrary, equation (33) can evidently hold 
only if the vector that forms the first factor of the inner 
product has the value 0. Hence the minimum condition is 

X1pr1— + A. P .*" 1— + • • • + Kpr1^ = 0. (34) 
Pl P2 Pn 

(P ) 
Considering that -^ is a unit vector parallel to {pr)> we 

Pr 
find our equation to have the following meaning: On the 
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lines PAlf PA2, . . . PAn lay off unit lengths from the mini-
mum point P as origin, increase these length's in the ratios 
l:\iPi1'1, lrAgpa*"1, . . . l:A.np"~l, and displace them paral
lel to themselves so that the initial point of each coincides with 
the terminal point of the one preceding. The result of this 
construction will he a closed polygon. 

This condition for the minimum point is evidently inde
pendent of the number of dimensions of the space in which 
the points Al9 A2, . . . An are given. Moreover, as every vec
tor p occurring in the construction has a definite direction, 
relative minima, such as might arise when one of the terms of 
the sum should become negative, are excluded. 

It should also be noticed that the present method is en
tirely independent of the preceding investigations. Never
theless it is easy to transform formula (34) so as to reduce to 
(30), and thus to establish the required connection between 
the two methods. 

10. Eemoving the denominators in (34), we find 

*iPi~%P* • • P*(Pi)+ KPz^P* • • PnPi{p%) + . . . 
+ KpS^PlP* • -Pn~l(Pn) = 0. 

If this equation be multiplied by the outer product 

{PlP* • • Pr-lPr+l • • Pa-l Ps+1 • • Pn), 

all terms excepting those that contain (pr) and (p8) will van
ish so as to leave 

KPr'-tyiP» -Pr-lPr+l • • P»{PrPl • • Pr-lPr+l • • Ps-lPs+1 • • Pn) 

+hP8%~1PlP*"P*-lP8+l* -Pn(PsPl • -Pr-iPr+i..p9-iPa+l • . p » ) = 0 , 

or, omitting the numerical factors common to both terms, 

Kpr
U~%(PlP2 • • Ps-lPs+l • • Pn) 

= ± KPs^PriPlP* • • Pr-lPr+l • • Pn) = 0. 

The double sign is due to the fact that the introduction of 
the factors pr and p8 into their natural places may require an 
equal or unequal number of changes of sign. As, however, 
equation (30) is merely a relation between absolute values, we 
may drop the double sign; the last equation then reduces to 
the following : 

*rPS~* _ (Pi- - • Pr-l Pr+1 • • . Pn) 

\PsU~% ( Pi • • • Pa-l Ps+1 • • • Pn)' 

which agrees with (30). 

file://l:/iPi1'1
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Now (30) was obtained as merely another form of (20) ; 
hence we have thus also established the connection between 
the ^-dimensional generalizations of the solutions formulated 
by Steiner and Sturm. 

11. If one of the given points, say Ani is to be the minimum 
(p ) point, then (pn) = pn= 0, hence -^-^- is indeterminate; and 
Pn 

owing to the factor pn
u~x the last term in (34) drops out pro

vided that u > 1. If, however, u = 1, the factor pn
u~l, and 

hence the whole last term, is indeterminate ; that is, the 
closing side of the polygon has no determinate value. But 
we can find a limit for it by the following consideration. 
According to the laws of the geometrical calculus we have 

iSllËi = cos (prp). (35) 
PrP ^ J ' 

Taking the form (32a) for the minimum condition, we notice 
first that in the triangle AnPO the angle POAn = 0 if P 
coincides with An. The sum of the other two angles is zr, 
while either of these angles, taken separately, is indeter
minate. Hence if AnPO, or ^ (pnP)> and consequently 
cos (pnp)> is indeterminate. By comparing equations (32a) 
and (34) it will be seen that this cosine has the same value as 
the closing side of the polygon, which must therefore be less 
than (or equal to) the unit of length."* 

12. With u = 1 and X± = A3 = . . . = An = 1, (34) assumes 
the simple form 

l M + ( M + . . . + M = o, (36) 
Pi P* Pn 

which agrees with the result found by Sturm, f that the vec
tors (PJ), (p2), . . . (pn) agree in direction with the sides of a 
closed polygon all of whose sides have the length 1. 

With u = 2, (34) becomes 

MPi) + HP*) + • • • + MPn) = 0; (37) 

or if the value (Ar — P) be substituted for pr from (31) : 

P kyAi + ^2^2 + . . . + knAn /QQ\ 
A3+ Ai+ . . . + An 

* This agrees with STURM, I. c. p. 52. This special case is designated 
by Sturm (p. 58) as an Umwrtung of the minimum figure, 

f L. c. p. 54, No. 5. 
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that is, P is the centroid of the points Aly A%,. . . Any these 
points having the weights \ly \2> • • • n̂» (Oomp. Art. 7, 
end.) 

13. Substituting the same value of pr in (34), we find 

that is: In a space of any number of dimensions, let ply p%y 
. . . pn be the distances of a variable point P from n fixed 
points Au A%y . . . An; then the f miction s = XxPi + \p% 
+ . . . + ^nPn has its minimum value when P is taken as the 
centroid of the points Alf A2, . . . An, the weights given to 
these points being A1p1

tt,~2, h2p2
u~2, . . . Kpn~2-

The minimum point has thus been found as a centroid in 
the most general case. 

In particular, with u = 1, n = 3, and Xx = A2 = A3 = 1, we 
have the corollary: Letplf p%, p%be the distances of the ver-
tices of a triangle from the point P for which the sum of the 
distances is a minimum; then P is the centroid of the vertices, 

the weights of these points being —, —, 

I t further appears from (39) that P can be constructed as 
centroid only in the case u = 2, since in all other cases the 
weights to be given to the points Al9 A2, . . . An are func
tions of the unknown distances pu p2, . . . pn. 

14. Remarks concerning the construction of the minimum 
point.—In the case u = 2 the construction of the minimum 
point reduces, by formula (39), to an ordinary construction 
of a centroid because the unknown quantities pl9 p2, • • . pn 
disappear from the right-hand member. 

In the case u — 1, formula (20) is simplified in a similar 
way and shows that the sines of the (n — 1)-dimensional 
angles formed by joining P to the n given points are in the 
ratio of the given numbers Xt, A2, . . . Xn. If, in particular, 
these numbers are all equal, the corresponding angles are 
equal, as was known to be the case for n = 3 and n = 4. To 
construct the point it is only necessary to satisfy this condition ; 
this problem seems to have been solved only for n = 3. 

But formula (20), as well as (34), can be used with any 
value of the numbers u9 \x, A2, . . , Xn for the purpose of 
solving the converse problem : a point P being given in an 
{n — l)-dimensional space, to find a system of n points, for 
which P is the minimum point satisfying the condition (17). 
Por, let c be any constant vector, subject only to the condition 
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c > hrPru~x f° r every one of the values r = 1, 2, . • . n9 and 
let us put, conformably to (20), 

Yr . — c9 and hence sin d>r = - ^ — ; (40) 
sin 0 r ^r c ' v ' 

then the following construction results for the required points. 
From P draw any n half-rays such that no (n — s) rays lie 
in a space of less than (n — s) dimensions ; these rays fully 
determine the n quantities sin 0 r . Every point Ar of the 
required system is now given on its half-ray by means of its 
distance pr from P which by (40) becomes 

= "i/6 s*n ^ 

If u = 1, the points may have any position on their half-rays. 
After thus deducing from (20) the construction, in special 

cases, of the minimum point for n points in an (n — ^-di
mensional space, it remains to show how these results can be 
extended to any number of points in such a space. 

15. This generalization can be effected by first allowing one 
of the n points to be removed to the (w—2)-dimensional space 
determined by the (n — 1) remaining points, or by projecting 
the whole group of points on the (n — 2)-dimensional space, 
and by determining the effect of this transformation on the 
position of the minimum point. Next, 2 points of the new 
group are removed to the (n — 3)-dimensional space deter
mined by the (n — 2) remaining points : and so on. In this 
way any number of points in a space of any number of dimen
sions can be investigated. 

The groups of points obtained in this way will show inter
esting spatial relations which affect the position of the mini
mum point. * The simplest cases may serve for illustration. 

(1) Let P be the point the sum of whose distances from 
three points in a plane Al9 A2} Az is a minimum. As A9 
approaches the straight line A^ A%, the point P will approach 
Az, coinciding with it as soon as ^AXAZA% = 120° ; and As 
henceforth remains minimum point even when As comes to 
lie on the vector AXA%.—If A9 approaches the prolongation of 
this vector, say on the side of Ax, the point Ax becomes mini
mum point as soon as ^ A3A1A2 = 120°, and remains so even 

* As to these relations see the paper by the author : Ueber die verschie-
denen Formen von Gruppen, welche r beliebige PunJcte im n-dimemionalen 
Baume bilden können, in Hoppe's Archiv der Math, und Phys, (2), vol. 
10, (1891), p. 292 sq. 
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when As comes to lie on A2AX produced. Hence, for three 
points in a line, the one included between the two others is 
always the minimum point. 

(2) Let P be the point for which the sum of the distances 
from four points in space Al9 A2,As,Aé is a minimum. 
These points can come to fall into a plane in two different 
ways: First, it is possible that one of the points, Aà, ap
proaches the area of the triangle AxA2As. Then P will come 
to coincide with A± as soon as the trihedral angle whose vertex 
is Ak has become equal to n, and AA remains minimum point 
even when this point falls into the area AxA2As»—Secondly, 
the edge AXA2 may move until it comes to intersect AsAé. 
As the angles AXPA2 and A^PAi9 as well as the angles AXPA± 
and A2PA3, must have the same bisectors, the point P will 
now come to coincide with the intersection of the diagonals of 
the quadrilateral AxA2AzA^ 

If, moreover, in the former of these two cases the points Ax, 
A2 y As fall into a straight line, while the minimum point A^ 
is constantly situated within the triangle AXA2AZ, the point 
Aà itself will fall into this line. But now A± is no more the 
only minimum point; every point of the vector A2Ai will have 
this property. In the latter of the above cases, if by turning 
one diagonal until it coincides with the other, the four points 
be brought into the same straight line, every point of the 
shorter diagonal, being a point common to both diagonals, is 
a minimum point, conformably to the preceding result. 
(Compare also Art. 6.) 

16. The construction of the system Al9 A2, . . . An for a 
given minimum point P is, however, effected far more readily 
by means of the more general formula (34). It is only neces
sary to construct in (n — 1)-dimensional space a closed poly
gon having n, or any greater number of, equal sides, to 
transfer these sides to parallel positions with the common 
origin P , and to stretch these vectors in the ratios 1 : \pi~~1, 
1 : A^g*"1, . . . 1 : ^nPn"1. The terminal points of the 
stretched vectors are the required points. 

17. The construction of the point P from given points Ax, 
A2, . . . An can be reduced to the solution of an algebraic 
equation when the points are situated on a straight line. 

Let the straight line be determined by the points ex and e2, 
and let 

P = aex + (1 — a)e2 ; Ar = arex + (1 — ar)e2. (42) 

Then we have 

(pr) = (Ar- P) = (a - ar){ex - e2)} 

file:///pi~~1
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or, denoting the unit of length (et — e2) by ar, 

(Pr) = ( « — «r)(«r) '> Pr = a -~ar> 

whence 

^ = (« r ) . (43) 
'JJr 

By the substitution of this value the condition (34) becomes 

W ~ 1 ( « i ) + *%Vt~\*ù + • - . . + ^nVn~\aù = 0, (43a) 

or, since the collinear vectors (c^), (a2), . . . (an) can be re
placed by their numerical value ± a, 

± X1p1
u~1a ± X2p2

u'1a ± . . . ±\4>n*~1a = 0. (44) 

Two cases must now be distinguished. (1) If u be even, 
the powers pr

u in (17) are positive, whether jpr be positive or 
negative. The same must hold for the derivatives of these 
powers so that formula (44) can be written 

or 

\x{a - « O - 1 + Ma ~ "«V"1 + • • • + A.fa-flr,)-1 = 0. (45) 

This equation determines the number a on which the position 
of the point P depends. Thus, for u = 2, we find 

X1a1 + X2a2 + . . . + K<*n . iAft. 
a - K + X,+ .:TTK- > (46) 

that is, P is the centroid of the points Ar, the weights being 
Xr, as was shown above. 

(2) If u be odd, we must first determine the interval within 
which the minimum point is comprised. To do this we let P 
coincide successively with Ax, A2, . . . An and determine the 
value of s in each case. Suppose this value diminishes up to 
Ar and then increases; by moving the point P to each side 
of A,, it will appear whether the minimum point lies on 
Ar_xAr or on ArAr + 1. If, for instance, the latter be the 
case, a must be found from the equation 

M<* - "i)"-1 + • . . + M<* - < r * - ^ + i ( « - "r+iY'1 

- . . . -X^a-aJ-i^O. (47) 
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18. With u = 1 this equation assumes the form 

* ! + . . . + *r--*r + l - • • • ~K= 0. (48) 

It may happen that the given values of À satisfy this equation 
identically. In this case, P is any point of the vector 
ArAr+1. If, in particular, À^Àg = . . . = An = 1, the equa
tion (48) is satisfied if n be even and r = in. Every point of 
the mid-vector AnAn is then a minimum point. 

2 2 + 1 

If the quantities A, do not satisfy (48), it becomes necessary 
to fall back on (43a), which now assumes the form 

M«i) + K(a*) + • • • + *.(«.) = 0. (49) 
This equation can be satisfied, independently of the quanti
ties X, if any one of the quantities {a), say (ar), assumes the 

indeterminate form - ; by (43), this requires pr = 0. Hence, 

in this case, one of the given points, Ar> is minimum point. 
If, moreover, Xx = X2 = . . . = Xn = 1, and n is odd, we have 
r = i(n + 1) and the mid-point of the n points is minimum 
point. Simple geometrical considerations will confirm these 
particular results, which have also been mentioned by Mr. 
Sturm. They are here pointed out in order to call attention 
to the uniformity of our method (comp. Art. 11). 

19. The most general case in which the minimum point 
becomes a vector is given, according to (39), by the equation 

K pr2 + **pr* +.. • +KPn%-* = o. 
For, in this case, the centroid determined by this equation 
has the coefficient zero and reduces therefore to a vector, 
according to the rules of the geometrical calculus. 

20. The case u = 1 admits a practical application. Let the 
points Au A2, . . . An be railway stations, arbitrarily distrib
uted along a railway line which need not be straight ; and let 
Xl9 A2, . . . Xn be numbers measuring their amount of traffic 
with a central station (for instance, the numbers indicating 
the population, or any other quantities proportional to the 
passenger or freight traffic with the central station); then 
the minimum point P determines that position of the central 
station for which the total mutual traffic with this central 
station can be carried on with the least expense of money and 
time. An opinion can thus be formed as to the best position 
for erecting a new central station, or as to the relative advan
tages of one already in existence.* 

* On the extension of the minimum problem to a group of points 
which continuously fill a vector, an area, or a volume, and on its appli-
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21. Application to a problem in mechanics.—Let n fixed 
masses Al9 A3, . . . \n be given in an (n -— l)-dimensional 
space ; and let these masses attract, according to Newton's 
law, a movable mass JA, situated within the n-gon formed by 
the masses À. Where should the mass JÂ be placed to make 
the absolute sum of the attractions exerted on it a minimum? 

Let el9 e2, . . . en be the centroids at which the masses A, are 
assumed to be concentrated, and let P be determined by the 
equation (1), as in Art. 2. To satisfy the condition concern
ing the movability of P it is only necessary to assume au a2, 
. . . an all positive. Putting u = — 2 in the equation of con
dition (17) and multiplying this equation by jx, we find 

8M = -p? + j?+ — + 7? (50) 

as the function that is to become a minimum. Everything 
else follows by putting u = — 2 in the results obtained before. 

Special Gases. (1) n = 2.—In this case, which on account of 
its simplicity was not mentioned above, we find from (30), by 
putting r = 1, s = 2, and from (28), with ax — p2, a2 = pu 

°^ = ïh; (51) 

that is, the distances of the point of least attraction from the 
attracting points are to each other as the cube roots of the 
masses of these points. For it follows from the general equa
tion of the point P (comp. formula (1)), viz., 

(«1 + <*^P = "1*1 + <*% Z%> 
that 

" i = (*» - P) 

<*z {P - *J' 

(2) n == 3.—Formula (20) gives the conditions 

^iPi"s • ^ 2 ~ 3 * h3p3~
3 = sin 0! : sin 02 : sin <pz, 

or 

ft : A : A = y JS^ • \J j g ^ • y g ^ (52) 
cation to the determination of the most advantageous position of the 
farmhouses on a farm of given shape and area, see the paper by the 
author Sur les distances moyennes entre un point et des variétés de 
points, discrètes ou continues, in Comptes rendus de VAssociation fran
çaise pour Vavancement des sciences, 1887, p. 266, sq., especially p. 275. 
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or, if the sine functions be eliminated by means of (11), 

<*i : <** : <xz = X^ptptf : K(P*ptf : A3(Pi#*)e. (53) 

While (52) does not enable us to construct the point of least 
attraction, it furnishes a solution of the converse problem : to 
determine the ratios of the masses of three points so as to 
make the sum of their attractions on a point P within their 
triangle a minimum. 

If, in (50), we put n = 2 and ax + a% = 1, and hence pt + 
p% = 1, this equation can be regarded as that of a curve whose 
ordinate s represents the sum of the attractions exerted by 
the points et and e2 on the foot of the ordinate. This curve 
approaches asymptotically the perpendiculars erected on the 
vector {ex — e2) at ex and e% ; and the point of minimum 
attraction corresponds to its lowest point. Similarly, in the 
case n = 3, the sum of the attractions exerted by the vertices 
of the triangle on any point within this triangle can be rep
resented by the ordinate of a surface, erected at this point at 
right angles to the plane of the triangle. This suggestion 
may here suffice. 

22. Concluding remark.—Further results concerning gen
eralizations of the problem of the minimum sum of distances 
are reserved for a future communication. 

WAS THE BINOMIAL THEOEEM ENGKAVEN ON 
NEWTON'S MONUMENT? 

BY PKOFESSOR FLORIAN CAJORI. 

Moritz Cantor, in a recently published part of his admir
able work, Vorlesungen über Gescliichte der Mathematik, 
speaks of the " Binomialreihe, welcher man 1727 bei Newtons 
Tode . . . eine solche Wichtigkeit beilegte, dass man sie aus 
allen anderen Leistungen des Vestorbenen auswâhlte, um als 
Inschrift auf seinen Grabstein in der Westminsterabtei ein-
gemeisselt zu werden" (vol. in , p. 65). In my own brief 
History of Mathematics, p. 218, I say that it is not true that 
the binomial theorem is engraved on Newton's monument. 

The above passage in Cantor's work leads us to re-examine 
the subject The first step naturally is to question the monu
ment, but we do so in vain. Says Dr. Granville, the present 
Dean of Westminster, in a letter to the writer: " I n front of 
the half-recumbent figure of Sir Isaac Newton are two winged 
youths holding a small scroll in which are still, according to 
Neale, some mathematical figures. . . . I fear that the figures 
on the small marble scroll are quite obliterated. A mathemat-


